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Executive Summary 
This study is the first original research in the Denver region to benchmark how residents’ 
attitudes, perceptions and behaviors are changing as transit-oriented development (TOD) takes 
root.   The study’s key finding is a substantial number of people in metro Denver are attracted 
to the lifestyle benefits of living in TOD neighborhoods, particularly the ability to access various 
amenities by walking.   This conclusion is evidenced by the travel behaviors of those currently 
living near transit and the number of households that want their next home to be in a walkable, 
mixed-use community served by transit.   

Current Station Area Demographics and Travel Behaviors 
The demographic makeup of people currently living near rail-transit stations (within one mile) 
varies by whether the station is in downtown Denver, in an urban setting outside of downtown, 
or in the suburbs.   People who live near rail transit in downtown Denver are younger, more 
likely to live alone, less likely to have children and more likely to be students.   They are more 
likely to rent, have smaller homes, own fewer cars (overall and per person) and require less 
parking.   In contrast, those who live near a rail-transit station in the suburbs are older, have 
more people (adults and children) per household, have larger homes, and are more likely to 
own than rent their home.   

Regardless of where they live most people use a personal vehicle for the vast majority of trips.  
Personal vehicle use increases significantly as distance from downtown Denver or rail-transit 
stations increases.  For all trips, regardless of purpose, those who live close to downtown 
Denver or to a rail-transit station walk or take transit more than households that live further 
away. The pattern for the work commute is similar.  Walking is the most used alternative to 
driving followed by transit, except in urban station areas.  Transit trumps walking for commute 
trips among households within one mile of urban station areas.  
  
Future Market for TOD Neighborhoods 
To gain a deeper understanding of the market for TOD in metro Denver (beyond basic 
demographics), this study asked respondents to rate the importance of 39 home and 
neighborhood characteristics in choosing their current home.  Assuming that the survey 
respondents are representative of the general Denver metro population, the results suggest 
that Denver region households fall into three broad groups: Access-focused, Home/car-focused, 
and Cost-focused.   

The access-focused segment (26 percent of households) is the most likely to want to live in a 
TOD neighborhood because they are most concerned with what is nearby or within walking 
distance.  Among this group, more than 70 percent want to be able to walk to restaurants, 
coffee shops, and bars.  Being close to transit is also important, but not as important as being 
able to walk.  They are less concerned about their living space than they are about access.   
Access-focused households tend to be younger adults without children (only 1 in 10 of these 
households has children).   

A much larger cluster, the home/car-focused segment (56 percent of households) is most 
interested in living in quiet, low-crime neighborhoods with little traffic.  They are more 
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concerned with the size of their home and their yard than the ability to walk, but walking is still 
important.  They also want access to the freeway and more room for parking.   

Both the access-focused and home/car-focused segments include households with children that 
could represent a viable market for TOD as long as quality of schools is perceived to be high, 
neighborhoods are perceived to be quiet and safe, and housing provides the needed amount of 
living space.    

The third group, the cost-focused segment (18 percent of households) is intensely interested in 
the cost of housing and not very interested in other amenities.  This group could also be called a 
disinterested group. 

About the Research 
The information in this report is from both the Who is TOD in Metro Denver? Resident survey, 
which documented perceptions and attitudes toward transit and residential location decisions, 
and the Front Range Travel Counts (FRTC) study, which documented travel behaviors via a 
comprehensive travel diary.   The Who is TOD in Metro Denver? Resident survey was conducted 
in March and April of 2010.  The Front Range Travel Counts (FRTC) survey was conducted from 
October 2009 through December 2010.   Please note that this report was written before the 
FRTC study was finalized and prior to the release of the 2010 U.S. Census data.  DRCOG will 
review and update the report after the 2010 Census and FRTC data is made available in 2011.   
 
The findings in this report represent a single point in time.  If the study is repeated every five to 
ten years as recommended, single points will transform into trend lines providing for greater 
understanding of how well policy and investment decisions have achieved their desired results. 
 
Raw data from this and the other Who is TOD in Metro Denver? surveys (Business and 
Employee surveys) is available to those interested in completing further analysis at  
http://gis.drcog.org/datacatalog/.

http://gis.drcog.org/datacatalog/�
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Survey Background 

Study Purpose 
The Who is TOD in Metro Denver? study is the first original research to benchmark how 
people’s attitudes, perceptions and behaviors are changing as transit-oriented development 
(TOD) policy and investment decisions are being made in the Denver metro area. As described 
in the Who is TOD in Metro Denver? research plan dated August 23, 2008, this research 
includes surveys of three target groups.  

• A business survey to collect information regarding businesses located within one mile of 
an existing rail transit station, including the type of business, number of employees, 
ownership, square footage, management's motivations for selecting current location, 
satisfaction with current location, intent to move, supply and demand for parking, and 
use of transit management strategies and incentives.  

• An employee survey to gather information from employees of businesses that 
participated in the business survey and agreed to participate in the employee survey. 
Data collected included the location of the employee's home, reason for employment 
and home location decisions, mode choice and perceptions of transportation 
management strategies and incentives. 

• A resident survey to collect information about the demographics, behaviors and 
perceptions of residents at varying distances from rail-transit. Data collected included 
household member ages, incomes, employment, travel behaviors, current housing 
characteristics, home location decision influences, and future intent regarding home 
location. 

The first two surveys were conducted in 2009 and the findings are available at the Denver 
Regional Council of Governments’ (DRCOG) TOD website, http://tod.drcog.org. This report 
focuses on the results of the third survey, that of residents.  

The Who is TOD in Metro Denver? study complements  other resources that are benchmarking 
the evolution of the region as rail transit is expanded.   These include:  

• The Quality of Life (QoL) Study: The Regional Transportation District (RTD) is conducting 
this  multiyear, monitoring program to identify, track and measure how the FasTracks 
program is achieving the goals adopted in the April 2004 FasTracks plan.  In doing this, 
the study also measures how the region changes as transit corridors are planned, 
constructed and opened for service.   

• RTD’s FasTracks TOD Status Report (2009):  This RTD report provides an annual update 
on the status of TOD activities in close proximity to RTD’s existing and planned mass 
transit system. The report covers both urban planning and real estate development 
activity and provides perspectives on real estate trends based on collected and 
observed information from a variety of sources.  The report is presented to the RTD 
Board of Directors annually to provide timely information on new TOD-related activity 
or changes in the status of existing plans and projects. 

http://www.rtd-fastracks.com/main_7�
http://www.drcog.org/documents/TOD%202009.pdf�
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• TOD Project Viewer:  A database and map of real estate development projects within an 
approximate half-mile radius of existing and planned rail transit stations.  RTD collects 
and verifies the data, which DRCOG provides via an interactive online map. 

 
Stakeholder Involvement 
Phase one of the Who is TOD in Metro Denver? study sought input from various stakeholder 
groups to determine their data needs related to TOD. The process included an online survey of 
local government planners and elected officials with follow-up meetings, and telephone 
interviews with housing and land developers, transportation modelers and affordable housing 
advocates. 

Local Governments 
DRCOG sought input from 134 local government representatives (employees and elected 
officials) from 28 jurisdictions that were likely to have a vested interest in this research. 
Representatives were members of their jurisdiction’s planning department or the DRCOG Board 
of Directors. Thirty-three local government representatives from 20 jurisdictions responded.  
Respondents reviewed preliminary research plans that outlined potential questions for 
residents, businesses and employees in TOD areas. They completed an online survey about how 
useful the research findings would be for their organization and how they would use the 
information gathered through the surveys.  Stakeholders indicated the most pressing issues or 
decisions they face with respect to TOD were related to parking and economic development, 
followed by affordable housing and accessibility.  

Developers 
Six developers with an interest in TOD provided input through telephone interviews about the 
kinds of data they use to make decisions about developing properties in TOD areas, what 
additional data they would like to have and how useful surveys of residents, businesses and 
employees in TOD areas would be.  Developers were most interested in finding out about 
current TOD residents and businesses and understanding how people throughout metro Denver 
make decisions about where to live.  

Affordable Housing Advocates 
Two stakeholders working on issues of workforce and affordable housing also provided input 
through telephone interviews. They were most interested in finding out whether locating a 
business near a rail transit area expands access to a larger workforce, whether living near rail 
transit gives residents access to a larger employment base, and how far a resident can live from 
a station and still perceive rail transit to be a convenient commute option.  

Transportation Modelers 
Transportation modelers working at DRCOG provided feedback via email and telephone 
interviews. To enhance transportation models, modelers wanted to collect specific information 
about the travel patterns of people living in TOD areas, including distance, modes and stops en 
route for commute, shopping and leisure/entertainment trips, as well as rail-transit passenger 
characteristics. Modelers also reviewed survey instruments during the development stage to 
ensure their data needs would be met.  

http://gis.drcog.org/todprojects/�
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Survey Methodology  
The Who is TOD in Metro Denver? Resident Survey collected responses via mail in March and 
April 2010.  The survey sample was stratified by whether a resident lived within one mile or 
further than one mile from a metro Denver rail-transit station.  In addition, the sample was 
stratified by whether those within one mile lived downtown or were in an urban or suburban 
area.  Appendix A provides more details regarding the sampling process and survey 
methodology.  

Surveys were sent to 3,014 residents who lived within one mile of rail transit and to 1,101 
residents who lived further than one mile. A total of 1,354 residents returned completed 
surveys for an overall response rate of 35 percent. A map on the following page shows the 
resident location of survey respondents.  

Figure 1: Survey Stratification and Respondents’ Location of Residence 
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Weighting the Data 
This survey weighted data by geography, gender, age, ethnicity and tenure to better match the 
demographics of the region. The weighting scheme was successful in correcting discrepancies 
between regional demographics and the survey respondents for most variables, excluding 
education level.  Survey respondents were much more likely to hold a college degree than was 
the general population and weighting did not correct this imbalance.   Appendix A provides 
more details regarding the weighting scheme. 

Representativeness of the Results  
For all sections of this report other than the “Travel Behavior” section, the margin of error for 
the entire sample is ±2.7 percent.  However, subsets of the data have fewer respondents and 
therefore higher margins of error. The table below provides margins of error for some of the 
subsets discussed in the report.  

Table 1: Margin of Error within 95% Confidence by Sub-Group (Who is TOD Resident Survey) 
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Travel behavior data was provided by the Front Range Travel Counts (FRTC) study.  The margins 
of error are different than the rest of the report and are shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Margin of Error for Travel Data within 95% Confidence by Area (FRTC Study) 
 

 

Margin of error is only one measure of bias; the practical difficulties of conducting any resident 
survey may introduce other sources of error in addition to sampling error. Despite our best 
efforts to boost participation and ensure potential inclusion of all households, some selected 
households will decline participation in the survey (referred to as non-response error) and 
some eligible households may be unintentionally excluded from the listed sources for the 
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sample (referred to as coverage error). These errors likely contributed to the higher level of 
college-educated residents in our sample.  

How the Results Are Reported  
The Who is TOD in Metro Denver? Resident Survey yielded a wealth of data and the body of 
this report attempts to distill the message of this data into a succinct story for the reader. There 
are many layers to the data and the details of some of these layers reside in the Appendices. 
Additionally, the actual data is available at http://gis.drcog.org/datacatalog/ to researchers who 
would like to delve even further into the data.  

Totals and Rounding 
For some questions, respondents were permitted to select multiple responses. When the total 
exceeds 100 percent in a table for a multiple-response question, it is because some 
respondents are counted in multiple categories.  When a table for a question that only 
permitted a single response does not total exactly 100 percent, it is due to the customary 
practice of rounding percentages to the nearest whole number. 

  

http://gis.drcog.org/datacatalog/�
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Resident and Household Characteristics 
To answer the question, Who is TOD in Metro Denver?, DRCOG surveyed residents in four 
geographic areas. Three of the areas are within one mile of a rail transit station: 1) downtown, 
2) urban (not downtown) or 3) suburban. The fourth area served as a control group and 
includes households from around the metro Denver area that are further than one mile from 
existing rail-transit stations.  Figure 1 in the introduction shows where these geographic areas 
are located along with respondent locations.  

Demographics 
Table 3 shows the demographic makeup of respondents by geographic location. In downtown 
Denver, residents are younger and households have fewer people. They have fewer children 
and have lower household incomes than those in suburban rail-transit station areas or in the 
greater metro Denver region. Suburban respondents have higher incomes and slightly more 
children than downtown or urban households.  
 

Table 3: Respondent Demographic and Household Characteristics by Area 
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Housing Characteristics 
In addition to having fewer persons per household, downtown Denver residents are much more 
likely to live in an apartment or condo with fewer bedrooms and bathrooms than their 
counterparts further along the transit line or outside of the transit corridor. 

Respondents who live outside downtown primarily live in detached single-family homes. 
Households in suburban areas within one mile of rail transit and those further than one mile 
from any rail-transit station are more likely to own their home than rent. Households in 
downtown Denver and in urban areas near rail transit are as likely to own as they are to rent 
(Table 4).    

Table 4: Housing by Area 
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Vehicle Ownership and Parking 
Residents in downtown and urban station areas have fewer cars per household, more shared or 
street parking, and fewer assigned parking spaces per unit than their peers in other geographic 
areas (Table 5).  Most residents stated they do not pay for parking, however, clearly indicating 
that parking costs are typically bundled into their home’s purchase price or rent, regardless of 
location. 

Table 5: Household Vehicles and Parking by Area 
 

 

Of those who pay for parking, downtown residents pay the most (Table 6).  

Table 6: Parking Costs by Area 
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Travel Behavior 
Information in this section is from the Front Range Travel Counts (FRTC) study which 
documented travel behaviors via a comprehensive travel diary from October 2009 through May 
2010.   Please refer to Table 2 in this report for margins of error when interpreting travel 
behavior statistics in this section. 
 

Mode Share for all Trips 
Walking is second only to the personal vehicle as the mode of choice in metro Denver, albeit a 
distant second.   People walk for slightly more than one out of twenty trips (Table 7).   The 
personal vehicle, whether driven alone or with passengers, is the mode of choice for nine out of 
ten trips.  Shared rides (two or more people per vehicle) account for half of personal vehicle 
trips.  Transit (bus and rail combined) is the third most often used mode. 
 

Table 7: Regional Mode Shares (All Trips) 
 

 
 

Walking accounts for more trips among downtown residents than those who live anywhere else 
in metro Denver.   Walking is also used for more trips among households within one-half mile of 
a rail transit station than those living further away.  Transit use has a similar pattern, with 
people who live downtown and within one-half mile of any rail transit station using it more 
than those who live further away (Table 8).  
 

Table 8: Mode Shares by Area (All Trips) 

 
Researchers Reid Ewing and Robert Cervero offer one possible explanation for the behavioral 
differences between residents who live downtown or within one-half mile of urban stations and 
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those who live further away.   In their meta study, Travel and the Built Environment: A Meta-
Analysis, the authors found that “walking is most strongly related to measures of land use 
diversity, intersection density, and the number of destinations within walking distance” (Ewing 
and Cervero, 2010).  For this study, downtown Denver and urban areas are defined by a grid 
street pattern with high intersection densities.   These areas also exhibit more diversity in land 
use with more destinations within walking distance of each other than the suburban station 
areas and communities further than one mile from rail transit. 
 
 
Mode Share for Work Commute 

Figure 2 and Table 9 provides a comparison of mode shares for commute trips versus all trips.  
Personal vehicle trips dominate.  However, ride sharing is used much less often for commute 
trips than for all trips.  Walking and transit (bus and rail) are the top two alternative commute 
modes, with bicycling coming in a distant third.   

Figure 2: Regional Mode Shares (All Trips vs. Commute Trips) 

 

 

Table 9: Regional Mode Shares (All Trips vs. Commute Trips) 
 

 

Along with more walk trips, downtown residents make fewer drive-alone trips than residents of 
any other geographic area.   Carpooling is more popular among downtown residents and those 
who live further than ½ mile from rail transit than those who live closer (Table 10).   

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

All Trips

Commute Trips
Drive Alone

Shared Ride

Walk

Bus

Rail Transit

Bike

Other

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01944361003766766�
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01944361003766766�
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Walking comprises one out of every six trips for residents within one mile of downtown Denver 
stations, one out of seven trips for residents within a-half mile of any station,  and fewer than 
one out of 20 trips for residents more than a mile from any rail-transit station.    

Transit use for commuting appears to be most popular among residents within one mile of 
urban station areas (one out of ten trips), with residents of suburban station areas using transit 
for about the same number of trips as those further than one mile from a rail-transit station.   

 

Table 10: Commute Mode by Area and Distance to Rail-Transit Station 
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Non-Work Travel Behavior 
Table 11 categorizes non-work related trips as either mandatory or discretionary.   

 
Table 11: List of Mandatory vs. Discretionary Trips 

 

 
 
The personal vehicle is the primary mode for mandatory trips, with drive alone and shared ride 
split evenly, except for downtown Denver where people share rides twice as often as they drive 
alone.   Walking is the most often used alternative mode for mandatory trips in all locations, 
especially downtown and within ½ mile of a rail-transit station.   Transit’s share is also highest 
downtown (Table 12).  
 

Table 12: Mandatory Trips 
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The personal vehicle is the primary mode for discretionary trips, too.  Again, downtown Denver 
residents choose to walk or take transit for more trips than residents in either urban or 
suburban settings.  Residents who live within one mile of any rail-transit station walk for more 
discretionary trips than those who live more than one mile away.   
 

Table 13: Discretionary Trips 
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Perceived Distance to Amenities by Transportation Mode 
Respondents indicated whether they thought the distance from their home to each of 16 places 
and amenities was “too far” or “about right” to access by transit, walking or biking, and by car.  
Residents in downtown Denver were more likely to think the distance from their home to a 
variety of amenities was “about right”, whether traveling by car, transit or walking or biking. 

Access by Transit 
Fewer downtown residents reported amenities are too far by transit than residents in all other 
areas. Whereas nearly half of suburban station area residents stated that employment is too far 
by transit, this was true for only 22 percent of downtown residents. Significant differences also 
exist for accessing athletic facilities, child care, civic uses, colleges, and health facilities by 
transit. Regardless of geography, however, fewer than half of respondents reported that any 
destination other than the airport is too far to access by transit (Table 14). 

 

Table 14: Place/Amenity Considered “Too Far” by Transit by Resident Location 
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Access by Walk/Bike 
Similar to access by transit, fewer downtown residents reported amenities are too far to walk 
or bike than residents in other areas. Not surprisingly, most (85 percent) of the respondents 
who live more than one mile from rail-transit stations believe they are too far away to access 
rail transit by walking/biking. Conversely, only 26 percent of respondents who live within one 
mile of a suburban station area believe that rail transit is too far away to access on foot or by 
bicycle. This drops to 19 percent for those within one mile of urban stations, and 15 percent for 
downtown Denver stations. 

 
 

Table 15: Place/Amenity Considered “Too Far” to Walk/Bike 
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Access by Car 
Residents in downtown Denver were more likely to think the distance from their home to a 
variety of amenities was “about right”, whether traveling by car, transit or walking or biking.  

As expected, fewer people reported any destination was too far by car than by transit, walking 
or biking.  

 

Table 16: Place/Amenity Considered “Too Far” by Car 
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The Market for TOD 
This study indicates the majority of demand for housing in TODs in metro Denver will come 
from singles and couples without children.  This finding is consistent with the demographic 
makeup of the projected housing demand for TOD developed by the Center for Transit Oriented 
Development in their report, Hidden in Plain Sight, (CTOD, 2004).   

Figure 3: Demand for TOD Housing: Comparison of Who is TOD? and  
The Center for Transit Oriented Development Findings. 

 

Market Segments – Current Home 
To gain a deeper understanding of the market for TOD in metro Denver (beyond basic 
demographics), this study asked respondents to rate the importance of 39 home and 
neighborhood characteristics in choosing their current home. Assuming that the survey 
respondents are representative of the general Denver metro population, the results suggest 
that Denver region households fall into three broad groups: Access-focused, Home/car-focused, 
and Cost-focused.   

 Access focused– 26% of metro Denver residents are most concerned about what is nearby. They 
want easy access to restaurants, transit, parks, shopping, and other amenities and are less 
concerned about their living space.  

 Home/car focused– 56% of metro Denver residents are more interested in living in a quiet, low-
crime neighborhood with little traffic and more living space. They want access to the freeway and 
more room for parking. 

 Cost focused – 18% of metro Denver residents are very interested in the cost of housing and 
somewhat interested in living in a low-crime, quiet neighborhood. All other amenities rate as less 
important to their housing choice.  
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The study further split the two groups who showed strong preferences for housing amenities, other 
than cost, by those who live alone, those who live with other adults (including spouses) and those who 
live with children. This created seven market segments as seen in Figure 4 below.   

Figure 4: Seven Housing Market Segments 

 
Access Focused 
Access-focused residents are likely the easiest target to attract to TOD neighborhoods. They are 
interested in living in lively neighborhoods where they can walk to shops and amenities and they want 
to walk and bike or take transit to their destinations. The size of their home, yard and parking area is less 
important than what they are able to access on foot in their neighborhoods.  

Only 29 percent of this group currently lives within one mile of rail transit and most were interested in 
living in lively, multi-use communities rather than being specifically drawn to living near transit.  

Access focused – Live alone: 10% of 
residents 

This group mostly lives in condos (60%) or 
duplexes (22%) with one (50%) or two 
(35%) bedrooms.  Just over half of them 
(55%) rent their home. They are most 
interested in being close to downtown, 
their workplace and a lively social scene. 
They are also most likely to actually live 
downtown or in an urban area near rail 
transit.  

They generally have access to one or two 
parking spaces (but 31% had no parking 
space), have one car and drive or telecommute to work.  Access to transit is important to them, but they 
do not use it frequently. Their interest in access is focused on living near shopping, restaurants and 
cultural centers and having easy access to downtown and employment.  Proximity to quality K-12 
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schools is not at all important to this group.  They walk for most of their shopping, restaurant and 
entertainment trips.  

Access focused – Live with other adults:  
12% of residents 

This group also mostly lives in condos (62%) but 
they are more likely to be in a single-family 
house (34%) than those who live alone. This is 
the youngest segment, with 44 percent in the 
18-29 age range. They are generally renters 
(63%) and have the fewest cars per household 
member. 

They are most likely to use transit or walk or 
bike to work, and least likely to drive to work 
alone. Transit accessibility is more important to 
this group than any of the others.  They also 
want to have easy access to downtown, their 
workplace, school or college, parks and open 
space, and a lively social scene. They are less likely to live downtown than the access-focused residents 
who live alone, but more likely than the general population. They walk or use transit for about half of 
their shopping, restaurant and entertainment trips. 

Access focused – Live with children: 4% of residents 

It is very important for this group to be near 
high-quality K-12 schools.  Access to transit is 
somewhat important, but not as important as a 
lively neighborhood where they can walk to 
amenities such as parks, restaurants, recreation 
centers and shopping.  This group also wants to 
live close to their workplace. 

Most of these respondents with children (69 %) 
live in single-family dwellings, and about 20 
percent live within a mile of rail transit. 
Residents in this segment are almost all home 
owners and while most had three or more 
bedrooms, 40 percent had only two. They also 
have fewer parking spaces than other 
households with children.  

This group is more likely than other families with children to walk or bike for shopping, restaurant and 
entertainment trips, but still used their car for most of these trips. Generally they have one car and one 
parking spot per adult in the family, and 80 percent have two adults in their household. However, of all 
the market segments, they are most likely to commute to work by transit.  
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Home/Car Focused 
Residents who are home/car focused want neighborhoods with low crime rates, and those with children 
rate high-quality schools and nearby parks as very important. Their preferences for other amenities are 
not as strong as the preferences of the access-focused group, but stronger than the cost-focused group. 

Even those without children at home rate being close to good K-12 schools as somewhat important.  
They value good biking and walking facilities in their neighborhoods, but they tend to have more than 
one car per adult and want lots of parking and easy access to the freeway.   Most (93%) live more than a 
mile from rail transit; this is slightly more than the population in general (89%).  

Home/Car focused – Live alone: 10% of residents 
Residents who are home/car focused and 
live alone want to live in a quiet, low-crime 
neighborhood with more living space and 
room to park. They want to be close to 
family and friends, their workplace and the 
freeway. They do not value being within 
walking distance to shopping or 
entertainment.    

Everyone in this segment is 30 years or 
older and 73 percent own their homes. 
Even though they live alone, most have 
more than one bedroom and more than 
one parking space, and many have more 
than one car.  

Almost no one in this segment walks, bikes, or takes rail transit to work, and only a few take the bus. A 
few more are willing to walk or take a bus for shopping or entertainment trips, but the large majority 
stick with their cars.  

Home/Car focused – Live with other adults: 24% of 
residents 
This group is similar to the residents who are 
home/car-focused and live alone. They want to live 
in a quiet, low-crime neighborhood with more living 
space, a big yard and lots of parking.  They want to 
be close to their workplace and the freeway.  

They do not value being within walking distance to 
shopping or entertainment. While they do not have 
children living with them, they value being located 
near quality K-12 schools. Almost all of them own 
their homes (86%) and most have a single-family 
home with three or more bedrooms and three or 
more parking spaces.  

Almost no one in this segment walks, bikes or takes rail transit to work, and only a few take 
 the bus. A large majority of shopping or entertainment trips are also by car.  
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Home/ Car focused – Live with children: 22% of residents 
This group puts the highest value on being near 
high-quality K-12 schools, and wants to live in 
neighborhoods with low crime rates and parks 
and open spaces close by. They want quiet, safe 
neighborhoods for their families with larger 
homes, larger yards, low levels of car traffic on 
neighborhood streets and lots of parking. They 
are more concerned with neighborhood 
amenities than the home/car-focused residents 
who don’t live with children. Having 
community/recreation centers or pools nearby is 
somewhat important.  

This group is mostly in the 30- to 49-year age 
range and had the highest household incomes. 
Almost all (98%) lived in single-family homes and 
most of these homes have four or more 
bedrooms and three or more parking spaces.  

Almost no one in this segment walks, bikes or takes  
the bus to work, but a few use rail transit.  While the majority of shopping or entertainment trips are by 
car, their desire for more parking and access to the freeway is of average importance.  

Cost Focused 
Residents who are focused on cost are slightly more likely to live near rail transit (15 %) than the general 
population (11 %). They are more likely to use transit than everyone except the access-focused 
households with children.   These residents are spread across the age ranges and income categories. 
About half own their homes and 58 percent live in a single-family house.   
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Table 17:  Importance of Housing and Neighborhood Amenities in the  
Selection of Current Home by Market Segment 

(Percent rating amenity as either essential or very important) 
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Household Composition 
Adults living with another adult are more likely to be married in home/car-focused households 
than access-focused households (Tables 18 & 19).  Households with unrelated adults are more 
common in the access-focused group. 

 

Table 18:  Number of Adults in Household 

 
 

Table 19:  Type of Adults in Household 

Note: May add to more than 100% as may live with more than one adult. 

 

Access-focused households with children are more likely to have only one child than the 
Home/car-focused households with children (Table 20).  

 
Table 20:  Number of Children in Household 
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Each market segment is made up of households of all income levels as seen in Figure 5 and 
Table 21.  Home/car-focused households have the highest incomes and the fewest households 
earning less than $50,000 per year, with the exception of those who live alone.  Forty percent 
of the access-focused households earn between $50,000 and $75,000 per year. 

 

Figure 5: Income Levels of Market Segments 

 
 
 

Table 21: Income Levels of Market Segments 
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Access-focused residents live in homes with fewer bedrooms, bathrooms and parking spaces.  
(Table 22) 

Table 22: Average Number of People, Rooms and Parking Spaces per Household,  
by Market Segment 

 
 
 
Location Characteristics 
More access-focused residents currently live near rail transit than cost- or home/car-focused 
residents (Table 23).  

Table 23: Location of Residence by Market Segment 
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Factors Influencing Decision to Move to Current Home 
There are a wide variety of reasons people moved to their current home.  The most common 
reasons included the desire for a different location or a different home, as well as wanting to 
buy a first home (Table 24). 

 

Table 24: Factors Influencing Decision to Move to Current Home by Market Segment 
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Satisfaction with Current Home and Neighborhood 
Respondents also indicated how satisfied they are with aspects of their current home and 
neighborhood. The question allowed them to indicate whether or not each amenity is 
applicable to them and then rate their satisfaction with applicable amenities.  

Among the access-focused groups, access to rail-transit service garnered the least amount of 
satisfaction while access to RTD bus service garnered the highest level of satisfaction. 

Table 25: Satisfaction with Current Home and Neighborhood Access-Focused Group 

1 Respondents could rate their satisfaction with the amenity, or they could indicate that the amenity was not 
applicable to them. This is the proportion of respondents who thought the amenity was applicable to them and 
provided a satisfaction rating.  
2 Proportion of respondents that provided a rating that were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the amenity on a 
scale that included “very dissatisfied” “dissatisfied” “somewhat satisfied” “satisfied” or “very satisfied.”  
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The home/car-focused segments were least satisfied with their ability to walk to access daily 
activities and services.  They were most satisfied with the location and cost of parking. 

 

Table 26: Satisfaction with Current Home and Neighborhood Home/Car Focused Group 

1 Respondents could rate their satisfaction with the amenity, or they could indicate that the amenity was not 
applicable to them. This is the proportion of respondents who thought the amenity was applicable to them and 
provided a satisfaction rating.  
2 Proportion of respondents that provided a rating that were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the amenity on a 
scale that included “very dissatisfied” “dissatisfied” “somewhat satisfied” “satisfied” or “very satisfied.”  
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The cost-focused segment was least satisfied with access to rail transit and most satisfied with 
their neighborhood as a good place to raise children (Table 27).  

 

Table 27: Satisfaction with Current Home and Neighborhood Cost-Focused Group 
 

1 Respondents could rate their satisfaction with the amenity, or they could indicate that the amenity was not 
applicable to them. This is the proportion of respondents who thought the amenity was applicable to them and 
provided a satisfaction rating.  
2 Proportion of respondents that provided a rating that were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the amenity on a 
scale that included “very dissatisfied” “dissatisfied” “somewhat satisfied” “satisfied” or “very satisfied.”  
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Reasons for Not Using Bus or Rail Transit by Segment 
Respondents indicated the top three reasons they choose not to use transit for their commute 
(if they ever choose not to commute by transit).  The top three reasons for all residents are: 
transit trip takes too long; transit is not frequent enough; and I need my car before, after or 
during work (Table 28).  

 

Table 28: Top Three Reasons for not Using Bus or Rail Transit by Market Segment 
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Summary of Segments and Desired Attributes 
 
Table 29 provides a summary of how important each current home market segment rated 
neighborhood and housing characteristics.  The access-focused segments are likely the easiest 
to attract to TOD, while others will be more difficult, yet possible to appeal to.  The segment 
that appears to be the hardest to attract is the home/car-focused single adults who live alone. 
 

Table 29: Importance of Key Attributes to Different Market Segments 

 
 
 
 

Easiest to Attract Possible to Attract Hardest to Attract 
All three access-focused 
segments.    The key to attracting 
these segments is walkability and 
access to neighborhood 
amenities.   
 
Attracting access-focused 
households with children will 
require quality K-12 schools. 

Home/car-focused households 
with multiple adults or with 
children are potential markets.  
Key to attracting these groups is 
school quality, quiet, safe 
neighborhoods and more living 
space.  Cost-focused segments 
may be attracted if housing 
pricing is perceived to be 
affordable. 

Home/car-focused households 
with one adult living alone.   

Intent to Move within the Next Two Years 
Twenty-six percent of all 1,354 respondents indicated they intend to move in the next two 
years. Among all the segments, access-focused households with two or more adults expressed 
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the highest intent to move. Conversely, home/car focused households with two or more adults 
expressed the least intent to move in the next two years. 

Figure 6: Moving Plans in Next Two Years by Market Segment 
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Market Segments – Plan to Move Within Next Two Years 
Respondents who stated they intend to move within the next two years (26 percent of all 1,354 
respondent households) rated the importance of the same 39 attributes a second time, this 
time associated with their next move instead of their previous move.  

The cluster analysis of this smaller sample (351 respondents) produced two clusters that are 
very similar to the access-focused and home/car-focused clusters produced from the larger 
sample (1,354 respondents). These two clusters are referred to as “access-focused movers” and 
“home/car-focused movers” (Figure 7).     

Figure 7: Market Segmentation of Households that Intend to Move in the Next Two Years 
 

 

 
 
Figure 8 reveals that more than two-thirds of both “mover” segments earn less than $75,000 
annually, with more than half of the access-focused movers having household incomes 
between $50,000 and $75,000 per year. 
 

Figure 8: Household Incomes of Mover Segments 
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Figure 9 reveals that both “mover” segments contain all age groups, with the access-focused 
movers skewing younger. 

Figure 9: Age of Respondents in Mover Segments 

 

The housing and neighborhood amenities desired by these “mover” groups are very similar to 
the current home segments and serve to confirm the results of the current home market 
segments.  Attempts to further divide the mover groups into market segments did not produce 
meaningful results and the margin of error exceeds +/- 10 percent.  As such, no further analysis 
of mover segments is included in this report as they would be inconclusive and potentially 
misleading.  More information on movers is provided in Appendix F of this report. 
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Conclusion 
A substantial number of people are attracted to the lifestyle benefits of living in walkable, 
mixed-use communities served by transit.  This conclusion is evidenced by the travel behaviors 
as well as neighborhood and housing preferences of those already living near rail transit and 
those who plan to move in the next two years.   
 

The demographics of people who currently live near transit (within one mile) vary by whether 
the station is downtown, in an urban setting or in a suburban setting.  Overall, however, they 
are primarily younger adults living alone or with roommates, have smaller homes, rent more 
often than own, and use alternative modes for more trips than those who live further away.  
The alternative mode used most often is walking.  The closer one lives to a rail-transit station 
and downtown Denver, the higher the share of walk trips.  
 

The report identifies three major market segments based on how respondents prioritized a list 
of 39 neighborhood and housing characteristics:  1) access-focused (26% of households), 2) 
home/car-focused (56%), and 3) cost-focused (18%).  Of all three segments, access-focused 
residents are most likely to be attracted to living in TOD neighborhoods. These households are 
made up primarily of young adults living alone or with other adults.  About 10 percent of 
access-focused households have one or more children.   The size of their home, yard and 
parking area are less important than what they are able to access on foot.   Only 29 percent of 
this group currently lives within one mile of rail transit.   
 

Two less likely sub-segments to be attracted to TOD neighborhoods are the home/car-focused 
households consisting of two or more adults (24%), and home/car-focused households with 
children (22%).  These households want to live in communities with walkable access to routine 
activities.  However, attracting these segments requires quality K-12 schools, quiet, safe 
neighborhoods, low crime rates and low levels of car traffic on neighborhood streets as 
important factors in the selection of their next home.   Cost-focused households (18%) may also 
be attracted to TOD, if they perceive the cost of housing to be affordable.  The least likely of 
segment to be attracted to TOD living is the home/car sub-segment consisting of adults who 
live alone (10%).  This group does not value being able to walk to destinations, nor do they care 
about transit access.  Sidewalks, bike routes and access to downtown are only somewhat 
important to them.   Their priorities are lots of living space and plenty of parking. 
 

As the region works to achieve the Metro Vision goal of locating 50 percent of new housing in 
Urban Centers and as more rail-transit stations open with the expansion of FasTracks, more 
emphasis will undoubtedly be placed on attracting residents to station areas.  The information 
provided in this study will help both the public sector and private sector as they make policy 
and investment decisions to attract residents. It is recommended that the study be repeated 
every five to ten years.  As single data points become trend lines, the value will increase 
exponentially.     

http://drcog.org/index.cfm?page=MetroVision�
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